
Brand
Maya Wrap 

Lightly Padded
Sakura Bloom 

Classic

Sakura Bloom  
Premium Linen 
(includes Gradient, Simple, 

Chambray, etc)

Sakura Bloom 
Silk

Tula Beco

Materials
100% cotton, handloomed, 

single layer.

100% linen, single layer. 
Brushed aluminum Sling 

Rings

100% linen, usually a double 
layer. Brushed aluminum 

Sling Rings

100% Indian dupioni silk, 
double layer. Brushed 
aluminum Sling Rings

Woven fabric. 100% cotton 
or cotton/tencel blend.  
Aluminum Sling Rings.

100% cotton, aluminum rings

Fabric 

Description

Woven cotton feels soft 
and pliable right out of the 

box.

Basic linen.  Needs a wash or 
two to soften up.

Fabric is grippier and  more 
supportive. Softens over 

time.  

Lightweight, but super strong 
silk conforms to your baby’s 

body

Woven wrap fabric is 
substantial, softens up 

immediately.  
Sturdy, basic cotton.  

Shoulder 

Construction

Lightly padded, medium-
width pleated shoulder, 
comfortable easy to use

Widely gathered, unpadded 
shoulder provides flexibility  

and comfort

Widely gathered, unpadded 
shoulder provides flexibility  

and comfort

Widely gathered, unpadded 
shoulder provides flexibility  

and comfort

Widely gathered, unpadded 
shoulder provides flexibility  

and comfort

Widely gathered, unpadded 
shoulder provides flexibility  

and comfort

Sizing

S- 67″, M- 73″, L- 79″ & XL 

– 85″                           All 
sizes are 32″ wide

One Size: 74-75" long and 
26-27" wide

One Size: 74-75" long and 
26-27" wide

One Size: 74-75" long and 
26-27" wide

S/M is ~ 77″ and L/XL is 
~87″ unwashed, both sizes 

are 28" wide

One Size: 74-75" and 28" 
wide

Weight of Sling 16 ox (S) - 1 lb 2 oz (XL) 15 oz 12-16 oz 7 oz 1 lb 1 oz 14 oz

Toddler Use

Use in Hot 

Weather

Price $79.95 $98 $140-160 $180-$198 $135 $55 

Choose this 

Ring Sling if:

.You want a ring sling with 
a pocket in the tail. You are 

a petite or plus-sized 
babywearer who finds one-
sized ring slings too big or 

too small.

You want a simple, pretty ring 
sling in a great selection of 

colors.  

You want a beautiful and 
simple sling that will work with 

a newborn but also be 
supportive for wearing a 

toddler.   

You want a beautiful sling 
that is very lightweight and 

will be supportive from 
newborn to toddler. You are 
looking for a dressy sling that 

will still work for everyday.

You want a cushy and 
supportive sling that will be 

comfy from newborn to 
toddler.  You love a sling with 
patterns and designs instead 
of solid colors. You need a 

sized sling.   

You want a simple, no frills 
ring sling that is well-made 
and won't break the bank.

Possible 

Downsides:

Pocket makes it hard to 
wrap tail around the rings.  
Sewn shoulder offes less 

as much flexibility in 
positioning.  Some 

colorways fade with heavy 
use and washing.

Fabric needs softening up.  
Not quite as supportive for 

toddlers.  Basic fabric.

Some versions need 
softening up.Slightly grippier 

than single layer, which 
makes it harder to adjust and 
slightly more difficult to pull 

through the rings.

Silk is “stickier” than linen or 
cotton, which makes it a bit 
harder to adjust and slightly 
more difficult to pull through 
the rings.  Silk looks different 

after washing.

Wrap fabric can feel heavy to 
some wearers.  100% cotton 
slings need more breaking in.  

No solid color options.  

Less supoprtive for older 
toddlers.  Basic fabric.  
Limited color selection.
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